3rd Party Card CONTACT INFO

Adtec Digital, Inc.
Kevin Anselin
2231 Corporate Square Boulevard
Jacksonville, FL 32216-1971
(904) 720-2003

Alcorn McBride
David Geoghegan
3300 South Hickory Rd #105
Oklahoma, OK 73125
(405) 296-5800

Altinex
Mark Grice
592 Ayello Street
Brea, CA 92821
(714) 990-2300

Aurora Multimedia
Michael Ferrer
2615 Commerce Court
San Antonio, TX 78213
(732) 591-8800

Avocent
Brook Svoboda
960 S. Anderson Drive
Escondido, CA 92029
(760) 765-3137

Communications Specialties
Pool Seiden
55 Klein Court
Hauppauge, NY 11788
(603) 653-1686

Extron Electronics
Extron Sales Support
1220 South Lewis Street
Atlanta, GA 30305
(800) 639-9976

Magenta Research
Keith Mortensen
9741 Federal Road
Brookfield, CT 06804
(203) 746-8592

---

Have an expansion card CONCEPT OR IDEA?

Pioneer's CAM line of industrial plasma displays offer an architecture expansion slot, allowing for a wide variety of options in connectivity to meet today's demands. If you are interested in developing an expansion card for use with Pioneer's professional plasmas, please feel free to contact us for more information.

Contact
Josh Kairoff
2265 East 220th Street
Long Beach, CA 90810
310-952-3062
josh.kairoff@pioneer-usa.com
www.pioneerindustrialav.com
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PLASMA DISPLAY PANEL EXPANSION SOLUTIONS
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Expansionsolutions
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Alcorn McBride

PDP-HDSDI Input Card
- SMPTE-259M, HD-SDI or SMPTE-259M input
- Re-clocking SMPTE-292A/292M output
- Component inputs
- RGB analog inputs
- Eliminates bulky, expensive, short run DVI or HDMI cables
- Low power consumption

www.alcorn.com

Extron Electronics

IPL M PDP-ES - IP Link™ Interface Module for ES Compatible Pioneer Plasma Display Panels
- Compact, Ethernet control card enables IP-based remote control, protective monitoring, and troubleshooting for the plasma display
- Web-based application provides a range of A/V control management functions including scheduled events, such as power on/off, primitive monitoring, and fault alerting via email
- Multiple levels of security with password protection; access control and event notification
- Integrated Ethernet port for control over Ethernet
- Power over Ethernet

www.extron.com

Adtec Digital, Inc.

edge-PDP - Digital Video Appliance
- Self contained, no external audio or video connections, storage or power supply required
- 4x2 DVI inputs with 1x2 DVI outputs
- Delivers component video and high fidelity audio with frame accurate synchronization
- Extensive control and scripting functionality
- Proven reliability with advanced security features

www.adtecinc.com

Avocent

Avocent Wireless VGA Card for ES Compatible Pioneer Display
- High performance wireless connection between computer and display
- Thin Plug-and-Play setup
- No software drivers required
- Computer and A/V selectable
- Excellent long-range capability
- VGA to XGA Resolution
- 802.11b to Standards-Based Design
- AES encryption for secure connectivity

www.avocent.com/wireless

Aurora Multimedia

TVP-500F - Dual HDMI and TV/FM Tuner with Closed Captioning Card
- Dual HDMI with HDCP inputs
- Analog cable compatible TV tuner
- FM tuner with RDS display on screen
- S-Video, composite video with stereo audio
- Bitmap image on startup
- RS-232C, IR controllable

HPC-500 - Universal Hospitality Control Interface
- Hospitality/Lodging network interface
- Analog cable compatible TV tuner with closed captioning
- S-Video, composite video with stereo audio
- Bitmap image on startup
- RS-232C, IR controllable

EXP-4 - Extension for 3rd Generation Cards
- Allows 3rd generation Expansion Solutions cards to be used with 4th generation plasmas
- Simple to install

www.auroramultimedia.com

Communications Specialties

7230 Series Fiber Optic Receiver
- Plug in Expansion Solutions card to add high-definition fiber optic input capability to Pioneer's CAX plasma displays
- Receives high-definition HD video, high-definition DVI, computer video and stereo audio over a single fiber optic cable (single or multi-mode) at distances up to 30,000 meters
- Uses all fiber processing and transmission for crystal clear signals, no color pixel skewing, and adjustment-free installation
- Buffered HD1 output provides signals for second PDP or other devices
- Digital optical signal is not affected by electrical or magnetic interference
- Lower cost than traditional long distance signal distribution
- Compatible with Communications Specialties 7220 Series Pure Digital Fiberlink transmitters

www.commspecial.com